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1- Introduction 
The purpose of this report is to summarize the first-year of research activity related to Yann Argotti’s PhD 

inside the IC/ISI group at LAAS-CNRS. This PhD candidate is registered at EDSYS school and INSA Toulouse in 
“Computer science and embedded systems” specialization track. Claude Baron, IC/ISI group responsible and 
Philippe Esteban, member of IC/ISI group, are co-joint thesis directors. Thesis subject is “Study of Qualimetry 
essentials applied to embedded software product and organization, with consideration”  

 
During this first year, current topic was analyzed to understand the problematic. This analyze was completed 

by a state-of-the-art start that allowed to identify what are the current technical road blockers and to have the 
first contributions synthesized over the production of a research paper [1] that was accepted for the incoming 
IEEE System Conference 2019 (see Annex). In parallel, the overall thesis approach was refined and consolidated 
with the need for creating a tool to support the research activity. 

 
Thus, in next parts of this report we are going to review the scientific context linked to our problematic, the 

goals we are targeting with this PhD work, how we are organizing our research work, then go through the current 
achievements and finally conclude. 
 

2- Scientific Context 
Today quality is a key project aspect that follows and drives software development since its beginning. Delay 

and coding workload reductions, technical back and forth optimization linked to qualication, customer 
acceptance and sustaining phases are essential stakes in project cost: solely, these activities represent around 
65% of overall cost and bad testing processes can increase the risk of project delay or cancellation by 25 to 300% 
[2]. Moreover, like in thermodynamics, software entropy [3], or complexity, increases during software system 
lifetime, and then it is mandatory to measure those "disorders" to avoid to lose project control over time. 
 

Qualimetry [4], [5] approach brings a set of good practices, fosters dysfunction detection, enhances control, 
increases efficiency and productivity not only to developers but also to overall organization. Therefore mastery 
of this scientific discipline is decisive in terms of efficiency improvement, through standardized quality model[6], 
metrics and controlled process of software development. 

 
Indeed, this qualitative approach, or control, of the quality is realized via quality models which can follow 

either an adherence to process or capability level (e.g. CMM [7], ISO/IEC 15504 [8]) or assessment through a set 
of attributes and metrics (e.g. McCall [9], ISO/IEC 25010 (ie SQuaRE) [10]). In addition, since 1977 with McCall's 
model [8], many software quality models were regularly defined or derived from others, including some effort 
of normalization. We can quickly identify Boehm's model [11], [12] in 1978, ISO/IEC 9126 [6] in 1986, FURPS 
/FURPS+ model [13] in 1987 and then 2000, Evans & Marciniak's model [14] in 1987, Deutsch & Willis' model 
[15] in 1988, Capability Maturity Model (ie CMM) [7] and Ghezzi's model [16] in 1991, Dromey's model [17] in 
1992 and 1995, IEEE model [18] in 1993, SEI model [19] in 1995, SATC Model [20] in 1996, Bansiya's Quality 
Model for Object Oriented Design [21] in 2002, Kazman's model [22] in 2003, Aspect - Oriented Software Quality 
Model [23] in 2006, Component based Software development Quality Model [24] in 2008, DEQUALITE model 
[25] in 2009, UML Conceptual Model [26] in 2010, Sehra S.K.'s model [27] and ISO/IEC 25010 (ie SQuaRE) [10] in 
2011, ... and Optimized Quality model for Agile Development [28] in 2017. Aligned to what Figure 1 - extracted 
from [29] - is also depicting, we can then state that there is no obvious quality model best choice, despite 
comparison studies such as [30], [31] or [32], and none of the existing quality models are bridging the assessment 
and the adherence sides. 
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Finally, it is interesting to notice that software entropy, or "disorder", over time measurements, could be 
characterized by software aging1 [33], [34] and can be measured thanks to reliability quality characteristics [10]. 
However, by definition the related sub-characteristic metrics are performed in the context of continuous 
software execution and don't include software maintenance or update impacts during the software product life: 
slowly, the software product is being degraded by itself. We can conclude that strengthening a quality model 
may require also further consideration to product life vs product realization with some metric refinements. 
 

 
Figure 1 - Genealogical tree of quality models - scope is related to web services [29] 

 

                                                             
1 Our assumption here is that we consider software from the very beginning of its implementation (i.e. at its early age phase) and then, 
over time, "disorder" is growing due to integration of patches to either bring new functionality or issue fix, and also due to its execution. 
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3- Goals 
Since Qualimetry is by definition the quantification of Quality for any object, including process, and 

considering the technological barriers seen in previous section, the inceptive thesis main goal is to: 
 

Define and evaluate an optimized Quality Model in order to bridge and quantify quality not only for 
software development (ie requirements, models, source code) but also for software organization, with 
conformance2  to ASPICE MAN.6 [35], ISO/IEC 25010 [10], ISO 26262 [36] and ISO/TS 16949:2009 [36]. 

 

Secondary initial thesis goals are to exercise this quality model and achieve: 
 Software Maturity within Continuous Integration process measurement 

o Traceability / Quality by design / Change impact 
o Test efficiency 
o Project Landing zone (Time to market vs risk & complexity) 

 Software Aging measurement 
o Software Model Aging (e.g. Impact from Maintenance, FOTA and/or Complex system vs impact 

to safety & reliability) 
o Product Aging Landing zone 

 

However, during this first year, our further study and analysis performed on Qualimetry and quality models 
required us to refactor and consolidate these originals goals. Indeed, we were able not only to confirm our early 
statement that there is no obvious solution for quality model for software development and for software 
organization, but also that there is a misunderstanding about Qualimetry3 [1] and we identified gaps on quality 
model classification and on decision for the quality model solution to apply/use. Comparison studies we can 
found in [30], [31] or [32] illustrate clearly that fact. Only some work done by Oriol et al. [29] including ontology 
consideration open the perspective of a solution. So, to be able to address our main initial goal, we can 
decompose it into: 

1- Taxonomy for quality model 
a. Build a taxonomy for quality model, 

 Complete state of the art on quality model classification, ontology and classification 
in general,  

 Build taxonomy based on 
1. Ontology with synonym and word constellation4, 
2. Our unified quality model conception, 
3. Definition of quality model pedigree, 
4. Our polymorphism degree measure, 
5. Any additional relevant approaches seen in state-of-the-art part, 

b. Apply to our case study that taxonomy, 
 Classify SW product quality models 
 Identify SW product quality model main genes 
 Deliver a kind of “Charles Darwin Diagram” or cladogram, Figure 2, of SW product 

quality models 
2- Define an oracle for decision to get optimum quality model solution, 

a. Build a decision oracle for quality model, 
 Complete state of the art on decision related to quality model and on oracle in 

computer science in general,  
  

                                                             
2 The company, welcoming student here, is in automotive field which therefore drives standard choices here. 
3 In general, qualimetry is understood as “applied qualimetry” and not really as qualimetry as a science. 
4 See the http://www.atlas-semantiques.eu site for more details 
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 Identify inputs, context, constraints, heuristics and inference rules …, 
 Build oracle: Decision means “deciding which quality model fits the practical needs” 

=> context 
b. Apply to our case study that oracle, 

 Proceed on case study: sw product quality model 
 Evaluate result 

 

 
Figure 2 - An example of Darwing diagram or cladogram 

To help and support these two tasks, we are adding a third sub-goal that must be achieved in parallel to 
these two ones: this the creation a unique tool and quality model database. Moreover, that tool will 
demonstrate that our proposal is viable and usable. 

3- Define and implement a tool to support quality model taxonomy & oracle 
a. Compute automatically distance between two models, 
b. Describe Quality model seen in state of the art (use Yaml for quality model description, 

pedigree, setup bridge/dictionary of “synonym” =>http://www.atlas-semantiques.eu/?l=EN), 
c. Apply the computation over the multiple quality model combination, 
d. Darwin’s diagram / Cladogram generation, 
e. Quality model decision helper (oracle?), 

 
Thanks to this goal refinement, we can rewrite the first initial secondary goal relying on the 

taxonomy and oracle studied and developed in our main goal. In addition, we understand that the 
amount of work required to achieve it may bring risk to not be able to complete on time last initial 
secondary goal (ie software aging). Therefore, the rewritten secondary goals are defined below: 

 Quality Models and Metrics linked to CI 
a. Identify characteristics linked to CI: iteration, change patch, main characteristics/sub-

characteristics… 
b. Identify Weight factors and applicable code metrics 
c. Entropy metric within quality model and CI 
d. Use taxonomy and oracle against CI context 
e. Compare and impact result analyze: w/ & w/o weight factors, w/ & w/o a quality model, 

entropy evolution 
 Software Aging measurement 

a. Summarize problematic and difference against regular (ie often associated to reliability) vs our 
definition of Software Model Aging  

b. Takes examples: Impact from Maintenance, FOTA and/or Complex system vs impact to safety 
& reliability, product aging landing zone 
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4- Organization of research work 
Research work will be organized into several incremental steps, organized around the goals defined and 

refined in previous section. 
 
Indeed, the first step is to proceed on study and analyze the current concepts and problematics behind the 

thesis subject. This study shall be based on a rigorous state of the art, started from the listed references, on 
qualimetry, quality quantification, quality models and our fields of interested which are embedded software 
product and its organization. As written in previous section, our analysis concluded on the need to build a 
taxonomy for quality model and then followed by a need to construct a methodology on decision / oracle to 
generate optimum quality model solution. This will be completed with the related metrics which must include 
independent (e.g. Function Point, COSMIC [38]) or not measures of technical or quality characteristics, 
considering also applicable norms and standard for embedded software development, process (agile [28] and in 
V-cycle) and software organization.  

 
This global approach is acting on the theory field. However, we will need to exercise regularly our findings 

against the practical field, applying on some specific case studies, such as software product quality models and 
continuous integration process. These experiments phases will allow us to loop back to correct, consolidate, 
optimize our taxonomy and decision methodology. We are planning multiple back and forth loops between 
theory and practice field to be able to converge on a suitable and practicable solution. To support also these 
experiments, we are planning to implement a tool, with a first aim on computing distance against two quality 
models.  

 
The research work organization is summarized in Figure 3. We see the various task sequence, the theory 

vs practice aspects, and their loopback and the tool supporting our overall approach. We can notice that we 
have completed first task and are currently focusing on the quality model taxonomy (or classification 
methodology). 

 
Figure 3 - Current research and development flow 
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5- Current achievements 
In the section 4-, we saw how we organized our research work to answer to our goals and that our 

initial task, “Definition and Approach”, is done now. During this task, where we proceeded on state-of-the-
art studies, we noticed that Qualimetry science was often misinterpreted, considering it more from its 
applied side and therefore we noted some common mistakes such as missing weight factors, or derivation 
rules for example. Thus, to leverage knowledge about this young science5 and reconcile both theoretical 
and apply aspect, we built a synthetic view of what Qualimetry is via what we named: the “House of 
Qualimetry and its six pillars” (cf Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4 - The House of Qualimetry and its six pillars [1] 

As a result of this analysis, we investigated both sides: quality model and measurements. On the quality 
model we identified three main streams of work. The first one, done by Wagner [40], synthetize research 
on quality control for software products based on quality model and measurements. The second one 
corresponds to the qualimetry point of view, relying on Azgaldov et al. [4], [39]. The last stream we identified 
is the one composed of all the common research and standard approaches about quality models. We 
summarized our analysis in a Table I, showing some commonalities but also some differences and gaps. 

 

Table I - Comparison of the main three distinct streams of work supporting quality model specification 

The rows of our table are summarizing the distinct attributes that we can use to characterize or design 
quality models without limiting ourselves to a specific domain such as software product, for instance. Then 

                                                             
5 Qualimetry appeared as the genesis as a new science in former USSR since 1968 [39]. 
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for each row, or attribute, to generate its consolidated definition, we take the union of the results from 
each stream. We note that there is one exception in our table. The “polymorphism” attribute is missing 
from all these three streams of approach. 

Indeed, this is our third contribution. We introduced the polymorphism concept - concept frequently 
used in programming-oriented object- for quality model to reflect the facts that 

1- For same type of objects  
a. We may have common quality model “interface” (ie Ad hoc polymorphism) or 

characteristics, 
b. We may have some heritage between quality models with more or less important 

variation of characteristics / sub-characteristics between “sister” quality models (e.g. 
quality model for a generic chair can be derived as one for long chair and one for rocking 
chair), (ie subclassing or inheritance)  

2- Over a project or product life cycle, for example, quality model can change (e.g in design phase we 
have different focus than in maintenance one), 

Interestingly, genetic offers us a way to measure variety or polymorphism. This is the nucleotide 
diversity formula (1) introduced by Nei and Li in 1979 [41]. With this fourth contribution to our research 
work; we introduced a mathematical way to define and compute distance between quality models.  

 (1) 

As final step to benefit to this study related to quality model, we organized these height quality model 
attributes in a way where, if we rely on their sequential use, we have a unified conception process for quality 
model. Figure 5 shows this process. The colored square boundaries indicate to which quality model pillar 
the attributes are belonging. 

 

Figure 5 - The unified quality model conception, aligned with the three “Quality Model” pillars 

𝜋 =  𝓍 𝓍 𝜋  
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The second architrave of our “House of Qualimetry” is the measurement. During our analysis around 
this topic, we noted that usually measurement processes are sequential, invent if they include sometimes 
some loopback to consolidate the process and data. However, we have proposed a refined process (cf Figure 
6), aligned with Qualimetry, and decomposed into three main phases: initial, planning and execution. 

 

Figure 6 - Our measurement process proposal articulated over three phases 

In parallel to the elaboration of that process, we noticed in the literature that a measurement can be 
affected by different types of transformations - scaling, rating, aggregation, threshold, validity & reliability 
- which can be rearranged following a natural order. Indeed, if we take a raw measurement, the first step is 
to assign to a specific scale, identifying which mathematical and statistical tools, for example, can be used 
for that raw measurement. Then we are in a position where we can state if the measurement is valid and 
reliable, get a rating of this measurement giving an early indication / interpretation of that measurement 
…. The Figure 7 is depicting this measurement transformation or refinement pipeline. This is our seventh 
contribution. 

The last study we performed for this first year, was about our objects of interest within the thesis scope 
(ie embedded software and its organization). Therefore, we identified height main distinct objects belonging 
to six object categories. The Figure 8 shows not only the multiple objects of interest, but also point out that 
there are relationships between these objects and we have three distinct types of product: product in 
development/conception, product in use and product as service. 

To conclude on this section, we would like to highlight that we detailed and promoted our height 
contributions with the achievement of three documents. First, we submitted a research paper with a scope 
of system engineering. This paper covers our first seventh contributions and was accepted for the incoming 
IEEE System Conference (SysCon) 2019 (see Annexe B). We completed another research paper at 95%. It is 
targeting a journal with a scope of software engineering. Our third and last document is a procedure 
document that we wrote to explain and describe measurement process from Figure 6 put in Automotive 
SPICE [35] context. This document was reviewed internally to the company welcoming the student.  
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Figure 7 - The measurement refinement process 

 

Figure 8 - Our objects of interest: organization, process, project, people, supplier, service and software product 

 

6- Conclusion 
In conclusion, this first year was quite productive in term of contributions and achievements: height new 

contributions to current state of the art, in which seven of them are already acknowledged by peers- and two 
main document achievements – IEEE conference paper and a company internal measurement procedure. In 
addition, we showed that our research work scope covers not only software engineering but also system 
engineering. 

Regarding our research approach, it is a joint effort between theory and practice field using experiment 
loopback. This is key for us because it allows to consolidate our theory and, at the same time, ensures that our 
theory can be applied against practicable problems. Moreover, to foster the applicability aspect of our approach, 
we initiated our tool for quality model classification and decision. The first implemented functionality is to 
retrieve synonyms and word constellations from an online semantics atlas (cf. Annexe A). 

In our next steps we are going to continue work on quality model taxonomy, relying on our contributions 
and extending them with ontology consideration, weight factor inclusion and introduction of quality model 
pedigree concept. Once completed, we will be ready to start our journey on the oracle part where context, 
timeline and classification achievements will help us to bring an answer. 
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Annexes 
A- First part of quality model classification and decision tool: get_synonyms.py 

This short python program is the first piece of our tool: it makes a web request to www.atlas-
smeantiques.eu site in order to get a json based result of synonym and their corresponding 
constellations. The first text box below is an example of screen display of that python script: it 
looks for “functional” synonym. The second text box is the python script itself. 

 

 
 

 
 

$ /get_synonyms.py functional 
Request word => functional 
 
Constellations: 
 
Lvl: 0  => 
in working order, operable, operational, operative, practical, running, serviceable, 
usable, useable, useful, utilitarian, working 
 
Lvl: 1  => 
official 

#!/usr/bin/env python 
import sys 
import urllib, json 
 
## active or not some debuge trace 
debug = 0 
 
try: 
  url = "http://www.atlas-semantiques.eu/view/synjson.php?r=" + sys.argv[1] + "&d=EN" 
  ## here is an exemple of URL 
  ## url = "http://www.atlas-semantiques.eu/view/synjson.php?r=functional&d=EN" 
  response = urllib.urlopen(url) 
  data = json.loads(response.read()) 
  if debug: 
    print data 
 
  ## Request: our root word 
  print "Request word => " + data["request"] + "\n" 
 
  ## Word list: Assume that we are asking only EN => we have only one item 
  tab = data["words"][0] 
  word_list = tab["word"] 
  if debug: 
    print word_list 
  ## Fermeture : lists of words associated => constellations 
  print "Constellations:" + "\n" 
  lvl = 0 
  tab = data["fermetures"]["fermeture"] 
  if debug: 
    print tab 
  ## for each constellation, from the closest to the farest 
  for i in range(len(tab)): 
    elt = tab[i] 
    print "Lvl:", lvl, " => " 
    words = elt["wordRef"] 
    ## get all words of that constellation (concatenate for nicer display) 
    res ="" 
    for j in range(len(words)): 
      ## we are getting only wordref, so we need to get the real walue 
      res += word_list[words[j]]["text"] 
      if (j < (len(words)-1)): 
        res += ", " 
 
    print res + "\n" 
    lvl+=1 
except: 
  print "Bad argument: expecting word to look-for as first parameter" 
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